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POLITICAL THOUGHT AND PRACTICE IN THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE
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In the wake of the extraordinary emphasis on economic and social history which dominated Ottoman studies during most of the second half of the last century, other aspects of the Ottoman reality were neglected or under-studied.¹ Cultural history, one may say, found its way from the early 1990s on, but political history and the history of ideas (or, as we prefer to say nowadays, intellectual history) were even later to regain the interest they had been attracting in the pre-World War II period.

This was owing to a combination of factors, including source availability and historiographical fashion. Indeed, when the present author was entering the field, in the mid or late 1990s, studying Ottoman history meant mainly studying archives. The Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi roared with scholars, local judicial registers and private document collections were the word of the day, and tax registers were in their heyday; on the other hand, if one had to consult an eighteenth-century chronicle or a travelogue, one had to spend a disproportionally large amount of time in locating and studying manuscripts, use old faulty editions, or else confine oneself to very few sources. Only the fourteenth or fifteenth century expert had the privilege of a solid corpus of more or less fully studied and analysed literary works, since archival documents for this period are just missing. Even authors who relied heavily on archival material had started to speak of ‘document fetishism’ by the early 1990s, stressing the use of documents at their face value regardless of ideological considerations.² On the other hand, what can be described as ‘narrative (or, in a broader sense, literary) sources’, such as chronicles and historiography, biographies, fiction, diaries, town descriptions, political essays and so forth, had been comparatively
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neglected for a long time. The relationship of the neglect of narrative sources (the “fear of the text”) with the lack of interest in cultural history is very well expressed in a recent essay by Dana Sajdi on the much-debated notion of ‘Ottoman decline’:

For a long time empirical research was obviated by the fact that the text, which delivered evidence that was anecdotal at best and unreliable at worst, provided the main source for history. The discovery of court records and other official documents was received with relief and excitement, for these sources delivered vast pools of data... and allowed Ottoman history to move from narrative and institutional history to scientifically ‘solid’ studies... Both Orientalist scholarship and the related civilizationalist narrative had enshrined the text as the central piece of scholarship... Thus, the associations between essentialist methods and the text may have resulted in a general distaste for the latter. But it was not only the text that was disposed of; the associated possibilities of discursive methods and cultural analyses were also ignored... Culture, in other words, seems to have had a bad name.

At any rate, during the last 20 years, *grosso modo*, there has been a remarkable turning of attention towards Ottoman narrative sources. Again, this was a development shared with world historiography, which witnessed (in the words of Cemal Kafadar)

a renewed interest in such sources, which were once seen as inferior to quantifiable records. Turning the tables around, historians now indulge in the application of literary criticism or narratological analysis to archival documents, to even such dry cases as census registers, which have been seen as hardly more than data banks in previous history-writing.

Indeed, a turn towards a new form of historical narratives in European historiography can be detected from the late 1970s onward, and it was natural enough that it was accompanied by a revival of the use of narrative sources. Lawrence Stone attributed this

---

3 Back in 1989, Cemal Kafadar wrote of “the neglect, I might even say disdain, of narrative and other literary sources, as well as of cultural and intellectual history in general”: C. Kafadar, ‘Self and Others: The Diary of a Dervish in Seventeenth-Century Istanbul and First-Person Narratives in Ottoman Literature’, *SI*, 69 (1989), 121-150 at 123.


trend to “a widespread disillusionment with the economic determinist model of historical explanation”, a new visibility for the role of political power in history, and the apparent shortcomings of the once all-powerful quantification, as well as the “quite sudden growth of interest in feelings, emotions, behaviour patterns, values, and states of mind”, i.e., what is known by the French term *histoire des mentalités*. Back in 1979, Stone was stating that “yet historians… still seem a little embarrassed” when they turn “back to the once despised narrative mode”, even though many now classic books in this vein had already appeared. More than three decades later, one may say that ‘narrative mode’ belongs steadily to the mainstream of European historiography. Cultural history as well as political history – in a renewed form – both benefited greatly from and contributed to this turn. Political history in particular, after being scorned as “histoire événementielle” by the first *Annales* generations, regained its visibility as political anthropology, history of structures of power, legitimisation mechanisms, political movements, and so forth.

If political history began gradually to re-appear with a new sense of interdependence with social developments (especially Janissary rebellions, now studied in the light of more general views on the transformation of Ottoman politics in the *longue durée*), the same – but perhaps to a lesser degree — happened with the history of ideas. Again, Ottomans were late in following the trends of Europeanist historiography, which from

---


the 1960s onwards, with the ‘Cambridge school’ (Quentin Skinner, J.G.A. Pocock, John Dunn, etc.), the French histoire des mentalités and Foucault’s critique, as well as the German conceptual history (Begriffsgeschichte), began to react to the traditional history of ideas (as represented by, for example, Arthur Lovejoy, focusing on ‘great thinkers’ and public debates) by emphasising the social and intellectual matrix from which individual thinkers emerged.10 As far as Ottoman studies are concerned, we should take note of the new thrust and approach provided by Walter G. Andrews’ studies of lyric poetry;11 of a very recent emphasis on Ottoman philosophy (especially its Arabic part);12 of a series of important ‘intellectual biographies’ of Ottoman scholars,13 and, last but not least, of studies of the circulation of books and manuscripts and their intellectual context.14

Thus, both political history and the history of ideas are now beginning to flourish and are considered by Ottomanists an outstanding vantage point for observing social forces at work. In this context, it is perhaps striking that the history of political ideas, which can be described as a combination of those two fields, was never out of the focus of social historians of the Ottoman Empire (suffice it to remember the work by Şerif Mardin and Ni-

10 See P. Burke, Varieties of Cultural History (Ithaca 1997); V.E. Bonnell and L. Hunt (eds), Beyond the Cultural Turn: New Directions in the Study of Society and Culture (Berkeley 1999); D. McMahon and S. Moyn (eds), Rethinking Modern European Intellectual History for the Twenty-First Century (Oxford 2014); cf. also K.W. Martin, ‘Middle East Historiography: Did We Miss the Cultural Turn?’, History Compass, 12 (2014), 178-186.


yazi Berkes as early as the 1960s),15 nor of the few early students of Ottoman intellectual history.16 After all, political tracts were among the first Ottoman texts translated into European languages.17 In the 1980s and 1990s, however, the rediscovery of narrative sources and of the importance of political history also brought a wave of pioneering works studying political ideas. Studies of particular works or genealogies of specific ideas went hand-in-hand with attempts at more general surveys of Ottoman political thought, such as Pál Fodor’s now classic article (supplemented by Virginia Aksan’s on the eighteenth century).18 With the new millennium, the subject received a remarkable impetus; new approaches and methods of analysis are constantly being applied in this field, as younger and older scholars are turning their attention to this subject, arguably one of the dominant themes of Ottoman studies nowadays.19 An emphasis on the legitimisation of power has


to some extent prepared for this trend. To indicate the present blossoming of the field, suffice it to note that only in the last five years four lengthy monographs appeared on the history of Ottoman political thought in its more or less general aspects.

Still, the features of a ‘late starter’ and the heavy dependency on earlier questions of socio-economic history are apparent in the disproportionate interest late sixteenth and early seventeenth-century authors have attracted in comparison to earlier or later ones. The real motive behind the rediscovery of such authors as Mustafa Ali, Aziz Efendi, or Koçi Bey was their crucial role in the creation (and the recent demolition) of the ‘decline’ paradigm, which, as one may say, had been the central question in Ottoman studies throughout the last decade of the twentieth century. Thus, issues such the role of the Persian tradition of political philosophy, the ‘fundamentalist’ or, more correctly, ‘Sunnaminded’ trends of the seventeenth century, or the re-evaluation of innovation and change from the late seventeenth century onwards have remained relatively unstudied, whereas even those ‘declinist’ authors mentioned above did not get their proper place in this history, as the one side of a debate which was much more than one-sided. Moreover, even as lesser works and authors are beginning to be studied and edited, the discussion remains centred on the major figures, who thus seem isolated from the ideological conflicts they were participating in and from the tradition they were following or responding to. This lack of intellectual context is largely due to the splendour of pre-Ottoman Islamic political thought and the consequent view of the post-medieval period as one of intellec-
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22 This debate may be said to have been inaugurated with Abou-El-Haj’s highly influential Formation of the Modern State. The Ottoman Empire, Sixteenth to Eighteenth Centuries (New York 1991), together with a series of interventions by Suraiya Farooqi; see e.g. S. Farooqi, ‘Part II: Crisis and Change, 1590-1699’, in H. İnalcık with D. Quataert (eds), An Economic and Social History of the Ottoman Empire, 1300-1914 (Cambridge 1994), 411-636. For various assessments of the discussion see D. Quataert, ‘Ottoman History Writing and Changing Attitudes Towards the Notion of ‘Decline’, History Compass, 1 (2003), 1-10; Sajdi, ‘Decline, Its Discontents’.
tual decline for Islamic culture. On the one hand, students of Islamic political thought more often than not see Ottoman authors as mere imitators, who either engaged in sterile reproduction of Avicenna’s, al-Farabi’s, or Nasir al-Din Tusi’s ideas, or were restricted to very concrete advice on specific problems of their own state without implying any broader view of political society. On the other hand, Ottomanists usually fail to take into account the pre-Ottoman tradition (despite some efforts, such as by Halil İnalcık on Kınalızade Ali Çelebi), which leads either to texts being glorified as innovative when they are merely adaptations of earlier models, or to innovative breakthroughs to the older tradition, which scholars cannot locate since they ignore the latter.

* * *

This volume has the modest ambition of contributing to this renewal of interest in Ottoman political ideas and their function in practice. It mostly reproduces the papers read in the Ninth Halcyon Days international symposium of the Programme of Ottoman History of the Institute for Mediterranean Studies/FORTH, which was held in Rethymno on 9-11 January 2015. İbrahim Metin Kunt was invited to be the symposiarch; when he had to decline for health reasons, Linda T. Darling kindly agreed to take his place. Both contributed the introductory texts constituting Part I of the book, which the present short introduction seeks only to supplement with a framework depicting the intellectual genealogy of the history of Ottoman political thought. Metin Kunt, on his part, explores the cosmological origins of Islamic views of political society, namely the theory of the four elements and the way it was applied in fields as different as cosmology, astrology, medicine, psychology, the various arts, as well as political theory. As Kunt shows, the concept of four elements or pillars of society which have to be kept in equilibrium was a constant feature of Ottoman political theories, and one that was combined later on with Ibn Khaldun’s concept of historical laws to produce a cyclical view of history. Yet, as he cautiously points out, there were other dominant distinctions in Ottoman worldviews, such
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26 The Symposium also included papers by Sia Anagnostopoulou, Vasiléios Syros, Ekin Tuşalp Atıyas, and Hüseyin Yılmaz, who did not eventually submit them for publication. On the other hand, Heather L. Ferguson, Katharina Ivanyi, and Eunjeong Yi did not participate in the Symposium but were specially invited to contribute to the volume.
as between *reaya* and *askeri* or between Muslims and infidels, which make the study of political ideas more complex and interdependent with historical realities.

Linda Darling, in her turn, focuses on the study of Ottoman political thought and its pitfalls. After remarking that the field has to extend its subject beyond political literature *per se*, she gives a summary outline of trends in Ottoman political ideas, their genealogies and developments, stressing the socio-political context which made authors support ‘declinist’ or ‘reformist’ theories. Furthermore, she puts a question which is at the very centre of this volume, namely how we can combine the study of political theory with political practice, in other words, how to put questions in terms of social and political history – and conversely, how to interpret socio-political behaviour in Ottoman sources in the light of the use of political arguments and mentalities. Still, as she carefully notes, one has always to take into account the very strong tradition within which Ottoman authors and statesmen were writing and acting.

Political ideas are, of course, founded on basic concepts, often peculiar to a specific culture which may or may not be confined to the territorial or even temporal borders of a state. These concepts, as shown by several studies, are not static: they change as society changes, in an interaction with political practice. Papers in Part II of this volume examine such concepts, emphasising their semantic shifts according to the political context and the historical circumstances. Heather L. Ferguson takes up the relation (and confusion) between socio-political realities and narratives about them, focusing on the concept of state. She points out that we should study such subjects having always in mind the historical dimension of the Ottoman formation, both in time and in its relationship within the broader Eurasian context. After drawing a chart enumerating and interpreting theories of modern historiography (Europeanist and Ottomanist) on state formation and development, Ferguson explores a series of Ottoman dynastic histories in order to seek the various forms of exceptionalism and universalism prevailing in different stages of Ottoman culture.

In his own contribution, Günesh Işıksel moves into another aspect of the Ottoman world image which is not unrelated to the exceptionalist and universalist claims we have already mentioned: namely, the representation of what we now call the Ottoman realm as constructed by the Sultan’s chancellery. Taking as a starting-point the *intitulatio* of international treaties and diplomatic correspondence of the sixteenth century, Işıksel shows that, far from being just a spatial description, this accumulation of titles and places has deep political connotations, since it implies a potential universal dominion, but also that it is liable to changes serving different necessities, which stem either from diplomatic developments or specific needs of the imperial propaganda.

---

The next two papers deal more particularly with specific terms and the various meanings they acquired in time. Elias Kolovos examines the famous istimalet, considered (in the meaning of ‘winning over a population through concessions’) as a major tool of Ottoman diplomacy and conquest as early as the beginnings of the Ottoman state. By conducting a meticulous study of primary sources mentioning this term, Kolovos shows that, contrary to what one would perhaps expect judging from the rich relevant historiography, istimalet is rarely mentioned in early chronicles, whereas it has a frequent presence in later sources, where it is used in a wider sense as a policy against Ottoman officials or soldiers as well, far from being applied only to conquered populations. Thus, what was for half a century conceived of as a special policy tool facilitating conquest of infidel populations proves to be a more conceptualised form of what Ottoman historians refer to as hüsün-i tedbir, soft measures aimed at winning over an opponent or a potential enemy.

Antonis Hadjikyriacou’s paper deals with another term which commonly forms a subject of heated debate – millet. The shifting meanings of this term have attracted the attention of a good many scholars, all the more since (having eventually taken on the meaning of ‘nation’) it is closely connected with the transformation of ethnic identities into national communities during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Hadjikyriacou proposes to explore the issue from the other end, that is, taking ethno-religious communities and their organisation as a starting-point. Focusing on the case of Cyprus, and benefitting from discussions of other ambiguous terms as well (notably vekil), he reaches the conclusion that institutional identity (and leadership) remained until late a flexible notion, which was not consistently dependent on either religious or ethnic identities.

Finally, Marc Aymes moves into the late Ottoman Empire and the very notion of politics, which he proposes to study through an examination of forgery and the laws concerning it. After an overview of the two terms relevant to politics, politika which came to mean things pertaining to governmental affairs (and as such, something which was not to be discussed freely in public), and siyaset meaning eventually what pertains to the general public, Aymes examines the act of faking state documents and laws prohibiting forgery or the circulation of fake news. In this perhaps oblique way, he highlights the limits between the public and the private sphere and explores the ways late Ottoman government tried to delineate the extent of the subjects’ scope for potential interference in state affairs.

The papers presented so far show the flexible and evolving character of Ottoman concepts, especially those present in Ottoman diplomatic or administrative practice and not political theory per se. Still, if confined to ideas, a student of Ottoman political thought may get the impression of repetitive loci, commonplaces and tropes without any originality or development. Yet, if we focus in the use of arguments, we will see that different socio-political actors use a spectrum of ideas and arguments as an inventory of weapons from which they select those best fitted to their own age in order to defend and promote different political demands. Aspects of this procedure are illuminated in Part III of the book, devoted to authors of political tracts and the ideas they use: how they benefit from earlier tradition, how they adapt to current situations, how they change these ideas in order to render best service to their respective agendas. In her contribution, Linda T. Darling takes as a starting-point one of the most common and well-known topoi of po-
itical literature, that of the critique of the Janissaries and more particularly of the intrusion of non-devîrme recruits to their ranks. Juxtaposing these topoi of advice texts (nasihatnames) with material from administrative documents and registers of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, she finds that “strangers” in the corps were not differentiated at all in state paperwork, and, perhaps more importantly, that authors originating from devîrme recruitment were much more adamant in their opposition to outsiders, showing an internal factionalism expressed in political literature. As Darling remarks, it is in government orders and actions that we ought to seek true (or, at least, dominant) Ottoman political thought.

The next three papers in this part deal with various aspects of what has been named “Sunna-minded” or, more particularly, “Kadızadeli” thought: a trend which spoke for a re-assessment of the Sunna and which played a major role in political discussion from the early seventeenth century until the last decade of the same century, if not later. It is a commonplace that the ideological predecessor of this trend was Birgîvî Mehmed Efendi, a major opponent of Ebussuud back in the mid sixteenth century; yet scholarship debating the landholding experimentation in the late seventeenth century has been puzzled by the absence of the issue in Kadızadeli texts.28 Katharina Ivanyi shows that Birgîvî, apart from his insistent opposition to against cash-vakf and his emphasis on strict adherence to the Sharia, had also dealt with this issue; he had denounced the legal stratagem used to legitimise land tax from public land (mîrî) and was very sceptical about state ownership of the land and the tapu system. Thus, Ivanyi’s study makes Gilles Veinstein’s argument on the role of Kadızadeli thought in the Köprülü reform more convincing, as the main counter-argument was the absence of ‘fundamentalist’ preoccupation with land and tax issues.29

After Birgîvî, ‘Sunna-minded’ thought re-emerged in the early seventeenth century, yet it was by no means absent in the time-span between the two periods. In her paper, Derin Terzioglu focuses on İbrahim-i Kırımî, a Halveti sheikh corresponding with Murad III. Terzioglu examines the corpus of Kırımî’s letters (heretofore attributed to Aziz Mahmud Hüdayî), which contain a variety of political advice; she shows the complex interplay of the author with the palace and harem politics, and highlights his possible relations with different factions as regards external policies. Through this careful analysis, Terzioglu questions both the presence of marked ‘absolutist’ and ‘constitutionalist’ factions at the court and the understanding of ‘confessionalisation’ as a clear-cut, top-down procedure.30

30 On ‘confessionalisation’, a term introduced into Ottoman studies by Tijana Krstic, see D.
Baki Tezcan, in his turn, focuses on Kadızade Mehmed himself, the eponymous hero of the seventeenth-century movement. Like Terzioğlu, he also takes as a point of departure a collection of letters, written by the famous preacher in his youth. Having reconstructed his early life (and also clarifying the authorship of works attributed to a certain Kadızade Mehmed İlmî as probably belonging to his more famous namesake), Tezcan studies the list of books Kadızade records as having deeply influenced his thought, and finds that, contrary to what we could expect, he maintained strong Sufi allegiances and was even sympathetic and respectful towards Ibn Arabi, a major target of Kadızadeli preachers later in the century. Tezcan proceeds to a re-assessment of the movement, interpreting the presence or absence of certain issues in public debates in the light of their own Sufi and palace connections.

Another author whose influence was more and more pronounced in Ottoman political thought from the mid seventeenth century onwards was Ibn Khaldun, the Tunisian scholar who arguably can be credited with the invention of sociology. In my own article, I try to explore the reception of Kahludanist ideas in Ottoman political literature. This influence began earlier than thought, as I argue that it can be detected in parts of Kınalızade Ali Çelebi’s mid-sixteenth century ethical treatise, but it became really important after Kâtip Çelebi and then Mustafa Naima introduced his theory of stages of rise and decline, through which every dynasty or state must pass. I try to show that, later on, from the mid eighteenth century, it was another part of Ibn Khaldun’s perception of history that became more influential, namely the conflict between nomadic and settled life and the association of the former with war and victory.

This third part ends with Gottfried Hagen’s contribution, which focuses on a specific episode of Islamic sacred history, the Treaty of al-Hudaybiyya, and its uses in order to legitimise temporary peace with the infidels. Studying a series of predictive biographies and chronicles, Hagen explores various instances of the Prophet being used as a ‘role model’ for Ottoman policy-making. Making use of Thomas Bauer’s suggestion of ambiguity as a constant feature of pre-modern Islam, he shows that the Prophet’s vita could be interpreted as an urging for war against the infidels, and Naima’s famous treatment of al-Hudaybiyya as an argument for making peace. An argument coming from sacred history, Hagen suggest, has not necessarily the same use when taken up by different authors with different aims and in a different political situation.

The reader may have noticed that up to this point neither the present introduction nor the papers presented have touched upon authors writing outside the imperial capital (Kırımî may be considered an exception, but he was living in Istanbul for a long time and his correspondence is very closely tied to palace politics) or belonging to the non-Muslim part of the imperial subjects. Indeed, scholars defining themselves as ‘Ottomanists’


31 On the Greek (and Romanian) Phanariot political (often historical-cum-political or moral-cum-political) literature, see A. Duţu, *Les livres de sagesse dans la culture roumaine. Introduction à l’histoire des mentalités sud-est européennes* (Bucharest 1971); D. Apostolopoulos, ‘Quelques
more often than not tend to ignore the fact that Armenian, Greek, or Jewish populations also formed an integral part of not only the imperial subjects, but also of Ottoman culture. And it may be one of the major challenges for future Ottomanist studies to incorporate these populations into their vision (as the issue of the present day is the incorporation of Arab-speaking literary and scientific production into Ottoman intellectual history). True, as far as politics (in theory more than in practice, of course) is concerned, one may suggest that Ottoman political thought is closely connected to the central government, which was overwhelmingly Turkish-speaking and Muslim; still, every study of Ottoman politics is surely incomplete if it confines itself to these circles. Part IV of the volume is devoted to such ‘oblique views’ of the Ottoman state, coming from its periphery, be it ethno-religious or geographical. Konstantinos Moustakas’ contribution takes up the viewpoint of the upper strata of the Greek Orthodox population, and more particularly of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, in order to examine their views of Ottoman rule during its early centuries. Analysing some texts and chronicles authored by high circles of the Patriarchate (including the first Patriarch, Gennadios Scholarios), Moustakas indicates the ways in which these texts promoted the Sultan’s person as a legitimate ruler, characterised by justice and (at least potential) impartiality, while sustaining a distinct identity of the Orthodox flock as against the Ottoman Muslim establishment and population. Through such techniques, one could suggest, the Patriarchate sought to establish its own position both against co-religionists and Muslim antagonists.

Moving away from the Ottoman borders, Denise Klein examines political theory and practice in a neighbouring and closely related state, one whose dynasty was often seen as the only legitimate alternative to the House of Osman, namely the Crimean Tatar Khanate. Klein studies a series of historiographical works produced in the Khanate, in order to explore the political ideology emanating from them, in many ways reminiscent of (and influenced by) its Ottoman counterpart - and in other ways distinctly different (as in the emphasis on the steppe tradition). Furthermore, Klein examines how these authors bypass or justify Ottoman suzerainty, and analyses descriptions of specific episodes of Crimean history to highlight the interplay between historiography and factionalist politics at the Khan’s court.

Ariel Salzmann moves even further, at the same time staying at the very centre of the Ottoman Empire: taking as her point of departure an Ottoman report on Toussaint Louverture’s Haitian revolt, she proposes to study a global dimension of Ottoman political culture. Salzmann explores the role of the Caribbean revolutions in the geopolitical considerations early nineteenth century Ottoman administrators had concerning their Eu-

---

ropean alliances, showing that their view of the world might be broader than we tend to think. She also highlights similarities and analogies between the two hemispheres, calling for a contextualisation of Ottoman realities within the entangled histories of a global dimension.

The papers presented so far study more or less varied aspects of political theory, whatever meaning we choose to give the term (political ideas might be a more appropriate term, since not all Ottoman works imply a coherent set of ideas with a descriptive and interpretative function for society). However, political practice is not only supplementary to theory and vice versa; in fact, in order to fully grasp political imaginary and argumentation we have to include political behaviour in it. Rituals, symbols, stories, and ‘scripts’, or mental blueprints shaping social behaviour, should be seen as parts of a ‘political language’ or ‘political discourse’; and such discourses may be co-existing and in conflict with other discourses at a given moment. Moreover, such conflicting discourses may draw ideas, arguments, and non-textual elements from a common inventory, ascribing different contents and using them for different aims. Furthermore, we should not think of political thought as a privilege of literate, educated scholars or informed Sufis. The very existence of ‘bottom-up’ political action, culminating in military revolts, is an eloquent witness to the diffusion of political ideas, i.e., visions for the Ottoman polity, to broader strata of the society. As a concrete example, one could cite the argument condemning reforms as innovations (bid’at) and its appropriation by the Janissaries, against whom it was first used – a process that must have begun by the end of the seventeenth century and which is fully attested one century later.

Such issues, connecting theory and practice, are studied in Part V, the last of this volume. In his contribution, Nicolas Vatin examines the narrative of the Barbaros brothers’ rise to power in Algiers, as contained in a folk text intended as political propaganda. Vatin focuses in the period before Hayreddin Barbarossa joined the Ottoman forces, and shows the various levels on which one can read this narrative, which seeks to conceal Algiers’ independent actions under an ex post facto superimposed imperial legitimacy. As

---


35 On the broad array of such initiatives see E. Gara, M.E.Kabadayı, C. Neumann (eds), Popular Protest and Political Participation in the Ottoman Empire: Studies in Honor of Suraiya Faroqhi (İstanbul 2011); Anastasopoulos (ed.), Political Initiatives from the Bottom-Up.

highlighted by this analysis, the virtues and charisma legitimising Hayreddin’s rule are very similar to those used by the Ottoman Sultans in their own legitimising discourse: victorious battles, piety, justice, and so forth. In addition, Vatin delves into the administration of pre-Ottoman Algiers by Hayreddin and illustrates the fine interplay of individual virtues and geopolitical identities which eventually led to both the establishment of the Ottomans in the Maghrib and the subsequent glorious career of Hayreddin as an Ottoman admiral.

Eunjeong Yi brings us to one of the instances where we can see in a certain detail ‘bottom-up’ action, and a non-military one to boot: the uprising of large segments of the inhabitants of Istanbul against the military regime which had followed Mehmed IV’s deposition in 1688. Yi focuses on the biography of Seyyid Osman Atpazarî, a prominent Sufi figure who played a major role in this uprising. She thus highlights the role played by such figures as a sort of natural leadership for the urban crowd; furthermore, the vivid description of the events in Atpazarî’s vita brings to the forefront the discourse and political aims of this crowd, which seldom find their way into more official chronicles.

The rest of the papers deal with the army, the constant protagonist both of political practice (as an actor, and a rebellious one to boot) and theory (as the usual object of criticism and potential reform). Virginia Aksan addresses a subject which was underlying all reformist efforts of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century: the apparent inadequacy of the existing army to wage a successful war and, more specifically, the difficulties of mobilising military manpower at this period. She discusses the various forms this mobilisation took since the beginning of the Ottoman state, always examining them in the context of the political structure of the Empire. Aksan shows the close intermingling of military affairs and warfare with the development of the central state and with its changing relations with the periphery, not only in actual networks of power and interdependence but also in ideological representations.

The last two contributions in the volume focus on the same, late period of the pre-Tanzimat era and on the military corps which played the most prominent role in Ottoman politics: the Janissaries. Earlier on, in her own paper, Linda Darling had shown that the transformation of the corps in the late sixteenth century had come in a swifter way than we thought; Yiannis Spyropoulos, in his turn, studies the final stage of this transformation into a military-cum-social-cum-economic-cum-political organisation. Taking the province of Crete as a case study, he shows through a detailed study of judicial archives and registers that this process was equally, if not more, visible on the periphery as in Istanbul, both in terms of political participation and of economic and social role. Furthermore, Spyropoulos suggests that the networks connecting Janissary units of the various port-cities of the Eastern Mediterranean constituted a means for conducting trade and credit activities. His image of the Janissaries as an overwhelmingly provincial institution by the early nineteenth century calls also for a new interpretation of provincial politics and a re-assessment of socio-cultural exchanges within the Empire.

Finally, H. Şükrü İlcak’s paper deals with the abolition of the Janissary corps, the (in) famous ‘Auspicious Event’ of 1826. The angle from which he proposes to view this landmark of Ottoman history is rather unusual, as he sees it as an implication, or at any rate as
partially a result, of the Greek War of Independence, which had erupted in 1821. Taking as his main source British Ambassador Lord Strangford’s correspondence, İlıçak shows that the events in Istanbul following the beginning of the war were at the same time the climax of Janissary power and its destruction: whereas the Janissary leaders took extreme measures in the capital against those viewed as Greek conspirators, the eventual failure of all actions against the insurgency (including Janissary regiments sent to suppress it) undermined the status and the prestige of the corps and prepared the ground for a radical reconfiguration of the Ottoman political and military structure.